
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
AUDIT COMMITTEE       February 7, 2018 
MEETING AGENDA 

11:00 A.M. 
 

125 Worth Street,  
Rm. 532 
5th Floor Board Room 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER        Ms. Emily A. Youssouf 
 

 Adoption of Minutes January 11, 2018    Ms. Emily A. Youssouf 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 

 Resolution        Mr. PV Anantharam 
 

Amending the resolution of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) adopted in April 2014 
authorizing the New York City Health + Hospitals (the “System”) to execute an agreement 
with KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) to perform auditing services and other directly related services 
for an amount not to exceed $3,487,000 plus a 10% contingency reserve of $340,000 for a 
total not-to-exceed amount of $3,827,000 with such amendment adding $300,000 to the 
funding authorized for the contract to accommodate work required to have been performed 
in connection with the Medicaid Administration grant in order to increase the not to exceed 
amount of the contract with KPMG to $4,127,000. 

 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
 

 Audits Update        Mr. Chris A. Telano 
 
 Compliance Update       Ms. Catherine Patsos 

 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
 
 
OLD BUSINESS 
 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 



 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

MINUTES 

 

 

 

 
AUDIT COMMITTEE MEETING DATE:  January 11, 2018 

 TIME:  10:30 A.M. 

 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Emily Youssouf, Committee Chair 
Mitchell Katz, MD 
Josephine Bolus, RN 
Gordon J. Campbell 
Helen Arteaga Landaverde, MPH 
 
STAFF ATTENDEES 

Salvatore J. Russo, General Counsel, Legal Affairs 
Colicia Hercules, Chief of Staff, Chairman’s Office 
PV Anantharam, Senior Vice President/Corporate Chief Financial Officer 
Jay Weinman, Corporate Comptroller 
Wayne A. McNulty, Corporate Compliance Officer/Senior Assistant Vice President 
Catherine Patsos, Deputy Compliance Officer 
Christopher A. Telano, Chief Internal Auditor/Senior Assistant Vice President 
Devon Wilson, Senior Director, Office of Internal Audits 
Chalice Piña. Director, Office of Internal Audits 
Carlotta Duran, Assistant Director, Office of Internal Audits 
Jean Saint-Preux, Staff Auditor II 
John Cuda, Chief Financial Officer, MetroPlus 
Jose Santiago, Controller, MetroPlus 
Elsa Cosme, Chief Financial Officer, H + H/Gotham 
Robert Malone, Chief Financial Officer, H + H/Queens 
Anthony Saul, Chief Financial Officer, H + H/Kings 
Kiho Park, Chief Financial Officer, H + H/Coney Island 
 
 
 
OTHER ATTENDEES 

KPMG: Maria Tiso, Lead Engagement; Mike Breen, Engagement Partner; Joe Bukzin, 
Senior Manager; James Martell, Health Resource Partner 
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An Audit Committee meeting was held on Thursday, January 11, 2018.   
The meeting of the Audit Committee was called to order at 10:36 A.M. by Ms. Emily Youssouf, 

Audit Committee Chair.  Ms. Youssouf asked for a motion to adopt the minutes of the Audit Committee 
held on December 7, 2017.  The minutes were unanimously adopted by the Committee.  

Ms. Youssouf said that today the main purpose of this meeting is for a review of the management 
letter by KPMG so I am going to turn it over. 

Ms. Maria Tiso, KPMG Engagement Partner, introduced the audit team members consisting of 
Mike Breen, Engagement Partner; Jim Martell, Partner and Camille Fremont, Engagement Senior 
Manager.  

Ms. Tiso stated that we are here today to present our management letter. If you recall, we 
presented the results of our audit in a meeting at the end of October. In that meeting we discussed overall 
that any of the management letter findings that we identified were not material weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies. We were prepared to come to a meeting in December and that was delayed to January. So I 
would like to start with our opinion, and as I mentioned, none of these comments in this letter warrant a 
significant deficiency or material weaknesses. Again, these are operational improvement comments to 
improve the internal controls over financial reporting of the system.  

We also addressed prior year comments, the ones that were remediated and we were comfortable 
with those comments, and then we also have some industry comments that we have been including in 
other larger health system management letters to alert the audit committee and the board of some of the 
risks and trends that are out there, Mr. Martell will touch upon some of those. Before I turn it over to Ms. 
Fremont to go through the letter, this year was, again, a complex audit. There were, again, new GASB 
standards. There were three that needed to be adopted by the management team. Adopting three standards 
in one year is very complex for the financial reporting team.  

As we discussed last year, liquidity, became a significant area for the financial reporting and for 
us to navigate through during the year. Obviously we look at significant trends and there were issues with 
the DISH payments and the UPL payments. It was really always touch and go throughout the audit, so 
thank you Mr. Anantharam and Mr. Weinman and his team for your cooperation during the audit. Next 
is the matrix of observations, in the past we have the facilities listed what the management letter refers 
to. This year, these comments relate to the System, more around financial. 

Ms. Fremont stated that we are going to start with the financial reporting and the alignment of 
finance resources, and what our recommendations would be, and management is in the process of 
implementing some of these recommendations, by going through and assessing the needs of the 
organization and their available resources and ensuring that the department is best structured to suit their 
needs. Also, throughout the preparation of the financial statements, there should be a formal review that 
is done at a level of precision that could identify potential issues prior to submission for us to review. 
And management does use a responsibilities checklist as they are going through the process.  
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Our recommendation is to continue to update that checklist to make sure it's the most up-to-date 
and covers all of your required disclosures. And as a leading practice, during the compilation of the 
financial statements, you should prepare financial statement footnote disclosure checklists which will 
serve as a memory jogger to you to ensure that you have all the required disclosures.  

The next area we will focus on is patient accounts receivable. That is one of your more complex 
areas that requires judgment within the financial statements, and management has a process that they 
continue to refine to update their methodology, and the review is done over the methodology. Some of 
the things we noted and would suggest to management to consider is looking at the potential impact of 
aging your in-house accounts, any individually significant balances, and the most recent collection 
experience that you are getting from this orientation accounting system, as well as ensuring that as you 
are doing this process, could you potentially use a data and analytics tool to help you comb through the 
large amount of data more easily. 

Within your analysis, you have a receivable for MetroPlus. We want to ensure that that receivable 
correlates to the liability that you have so that it makes sense globally. Within your patient accounts 
receivable, there will always be credit balances, and you have a large credit balance population, and 
management should just ensure that they are doing a formal review to ensure that those credit balances 
truly are over contractual allowances and not potentially refunds due back to individual payers or patients. 
Additionally, what we saw during our test work is that there were some, in one of our samples, a large 
account balance, over $150,000 for a patient balance, and that is something that management should be 
reviewing within their patient AR to see if any of that relates to mis-postings, which was the case in this 
scenario, so that your valuation isn't thrown off by that. 

Additionally, just to continue to monitor your unapplied cash balances. So that is cash that has 
come in the door for you but has not yet been applied against the patient accounts receivable. 

Ms. Youssouf asked you said that you found one patient account that was $150,000? To which 
Ms. Fremont answered yes. 

Ms. Youssouf commented that given the number of patients we have, I don’t know it there is any 
way we can do that. 

Mr. Weinman answered that it is practically impossible to find these things because we do a very 
high level analysis. We plan on purchasing the software recommended by KPMG that will allow us to 
do the analytics, essentially an audit tool, and if we set the parameters right, we will be able to extract 
out those cases that we deem to be applied. We are in the process of procuring the software, but until 
then it really isn’t plausible. 

Mr. Anantharam added that this has happened in the past where we've got multiple accounts of 
an individual and then we get a payment from the individual. They were applied to one account as 
opposed to the individual places. So certain accounts in that place get reflected incorrectly, if you will. 
It's all for the same patient but for different instances. I do believe that when we have EPIC in place 
across the system things will be more aligned. 

Ms. Tiso commented that if you look through some of our industry comments, we do make 
reference to data analytics. This Idea tool is really a data and analytics tool, it refines the way management 
can analyze their data and find these type of variances in trends in their population. It is a great thing that 
they are purchasing that tool. 
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Mr. Breen added that it's a tool we use during the audit when you're dealing with large volumes 
of data and you're trying to even identify significant accounts that you want to look at separately, these 
tools are great.  

Mrs. Bolus asked how many of these type of patients do you estimate that we have? 
Mr. Weinman answered that it would be hard for us to estimate. The one thing I could say is the 

overall balances that we value to account for all high balances, low balances, but, you know, specifically 
we don't identify the high balances. The only way to tell is when we purchase the software where we can 
kind of strip those cases out. But I imagine it is a very small amount. 

Mrs. Bolus asked that do you think there will be more the basis who are uninsured, someone will 
have some semblance of assurance? 

Mr. Weinman answered when we institute the implementation of the software and we integrate it 
within our analysis, we will be able to tell you. 

Mr. Anantharam asked what the timeline is: 
Mr. Weinman responded that we'll be starting to use it for the next fiscal year, this coming fiscal 

year 2018. 
Mrs. Bolus asked can you give us a ballpark figure of what this software is going to cost? 
Mr. Weinman responded about $3,000.00. 
Mrs. Bolus said that is all? 
Ms. Tiso added that it is just getting somebody trained on how to use the software. We have 

some of our team members that are very savvy in using the software, so we have offered to have them 
help Mr. Weinman and his team navigate through the software once it is installed. 

Ms. Fremont continued with third-party estimates.  That is another large estimate within your 
financial statements. Although there are discussions between Mr. Weinman’s department and your 
reimbursement department, you need to formally evidence that review and ensure that any significant 
assumptions within the calculations, the support is being obtained by the comptroller's office to make 
sure it's appropriate. 

The next couple of comments we will talk about relate to MetroPlus. We talked about this before, 
but the first area that we will highlight upon is the fact that during our test work we saw claims where the 
underlying contractual agreements rate was not updated appropriately within the system. We would 
suggest to management that in the process of implementing our processes and controls to identify the 
appropriate contract rates in the system and ensure the billing system is billing appropriately. 
Additionally, we saw a certain review of account analysis whereby a certain initial analysis either did not 
utilize the most recent information available related to the stop loss receivable or upon review of the 
calculation in the current year you realized that there needed to be an adjustment to prior year balances 
for your paper performance liability. We just suggest that management continue to refine and enhance 
their policy and procedures and ensure that all balances reported within the financial statements are 
appropriate and supported. 

We continue to suggest to management, and due to system limitations they are unable to 
implement at the current time, but you should have a detailed accounts payable sub-ledger that you can 
reconcile into the accounts payable per the general ledger. Additionally, we would suggest that for your 
capital assets that there's controls put in place and enhancements to education of the staff to ensure that 
they're appropriately accounted for at the time of acquisition. So what we saw is, rather than expensing 
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the fixed asset, it had gone to capital contribution, and that was not the appropriate accounting for it at 
the time. 
 Ms. Youssouf asked do you want to make a comment because we have spent a lot of time on this, 
that it might be good to have it on the record? 
 Mr. Weinman answered that we have spent a lot of time on fixed assets. There was instance where 
the asset was recorded. It was construction in progress and so it was a depreciable asset but the liability 
had not been setup, and so that was a training issue. Part of the entry was done and the other side of the 
entry was not done. In this audit work that KPMG did, they identified this because it was about $26 
million. It was identified during the audit and it is reflected in the financial statements. Going forward, 
the remediation that we have is that all entries now go through a secondary review. I have reorganized 
my department to have basically a chief of accountants review all of the fixed assets entries to ensure that 
everything is recorded. It got past us and thank God it got picked up by the audit. 
 Ms. Youssouf asked do you want to take a minute and just describe what MetroPlus is doing for 
the recommendation. 
 Mr. John Cuda introduced himself as Chief Financial Officer for MetroPlus and reported that 
since the audit finding, MetroPlus increased its review of contract setup, which expanded further into 
older contracts. This happened to be an older incident that happened back in '08. As part of our review, 
we have a normal claims validation audit that we go through. We have taken samples of those audits and 
applied a sampling of contracts to go back to the original set up of the contract in the system. We are 
validating and verifying that the contract terms are set up properly in the system. We have done that with 
our ongoing four percent claims sample of auto-adjudicated claims. We have also done our manually 
adjudicated claims, and we have done a sample of our 300 claims sample for our auto-adjudicated claims. 
So we're hitting both sides of those. That's out of the claims payment. On top of that, on the provider 
setup, we are sampling five standard contract setups, five nonstandard contract setups semimonthly to 
continually go back into the history and verify those contracts are setup correctly. 

The immediate mitigation to this after we found it was that we took several different types of 
contracts, like DME, specialists, radiology, a couple of different cuts and we did five random contracts 
out of those to immediately do a testing, and we found that no other contracts are setup incorrectly. 
 Ms. Youssouf asked if KPMG has reviewed what they are doing and you were satisfied that the 
protocol setup was appropriate? 
 Mr. Breen answered yes, we went through the enhanced controls and procedures that management 
was going through during the System audit. At the System level, as you know from this committee, we 
said we were comfortable, but there is a standalone 12-31 year-end audit, which is at the standalone 
MetroPlus level. We said that that will be the next test, we are meeting with Mr. Cuda this afternoon to 
start discussing our procedures for that audit. 

Mr. Campbell asked are you comfortable with what management has put in place in terms of the 
new protocol going forward? 
 Mr. Breen responded yes, we are comfortable with the design of the procedures. 
 Mr. Campbell stated that what I meant and are you going to be testing it? 
 Mr. Breen answered exactly, the true test is going to be when we test it for the year-end audit. 
 Ms. Fremont continued with the presentation and said that in terms of grants receivable, that sub-
ledger should be reconciled to the general ledger. Throughout the course of the audit, we identified a 
discrepancy between the reconciliation.  
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The next area we want to touch upon is liquidity, and, as Ms. Tiso mentioned before, we did spend 
a lot of time assessing liquidity given the changes in the environment. What we noticed was that 
management is going to continue to have challenges to fulfill your mission, and as they go through those 
challenges, they need to ensure that their focus on initiatives that can help you contain costs and work 
with the city in terms of the transformation plan or the vision 2020 and take all necessary action to ensure 
your funding remains at the levels that allow you to do what you need to do. 

Ms. Tiso added that we envision that liquidity is going to continue to be a significant risk to the 
system going forward. And I think one of the things that concern us is the DISH funding, the UPL 
funding, any reimbursement changes that are going to happen, going forward.  

Ms Youssouf added that it concerns us all. 
Ms. Freement reported that we are going to focus now a little bit on some of your information 

technology comments, and these are comments that have existed in the past, and the first one relates to 
your password configuration settings. We suggest that you conform those password settings to meet 
industry leading practices and update your policies to reflect those requirements. Additionally, we noted, 
during our test work, that there were terminated users that were not timely removed from the system. So 
continue to focus on the need to remove access once it's no longer necessary. And within that access is 
looking through and doing a periodic review of system access to ensure that current access is appropriate 
for the level of needs that the user has. 

Ms. Youssouf commented that this is one thing that, now we even have a new head of information 
technology, and I know he is aware of this issue and it is something we have been attempting to address, 
and I'm sure we will get it addressed. 

Mr. Anantharam added that with the addition of new technology along the lines of PeopleSoft, 
ERP, EPIC and all of those things will bring a lot more standard across the board. 
 Ms. Fremont continued and said that we will briefly talk about the tax comment that we have 
related to Treasury Regulation 501-R. There are certain specific requirements under this regulation. We 
recommend that management updates its invoices or bills to the patient so that it clearly addresses the 
financial accounting policy where it can be found online. It is mentioned in the invoices, but there was 
not a link to the actual policy online and that is a requirement. 
 Additionally, for H + H’s Options policy, which is your financial assistance policy, you need to 
make sure it clearly spells out the method that you go about to determine the amounts generally billed to 
patients under that policy. 
 Ms. Youssouf asked make it standard that is put on each piece of paper on each bill? 
 Ms. Fremont responded that the link to the policy has to be on each bill. Then your method that 
you go through to identify how you are billing them needs to be written within the policy. 
 Ms. Youssouf asked who does that come under? 

Mr. Anantharam said that it could mean that we will have to incorporate those changes into the 
bills that we send to everybody. It doesn't reflect any incorrect billing of any of these patients. What is 
being suggested is that you make it more evident to individuals on what the policy is and give them access 
to the locations that they can go and evaluate that bill. 

Ms. Youssouf asked if it’s also a Treasury Regulation, so we need to do it and who does that 
come under? 

Mr. Anantharam responded that it will be the finance office. 
Ms. Youssouf asked if that is in the process of being done? 
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Mr. Weinman answered yes. 
Ms. Fremont reported that we have gone through and identified those prior year comments that 

has been addressed during the course of this current fiscal year. The first comment that we had related to 
MetroPlus and the communication between their finance department and the comptroller's finance 
department, and there have been processes put in place so that communication is ongoing, and we noticed 
that there were no issues identified during that process. And what the comptroller's office and MetroPlus 
is doing is ensuring any related party transaction balances are agreed to between the two entities, so there 
is no differences within the financials. 

Additionally, the fixed asset depreciation comment which is related to certain facility comments 
has been addressed. We did not see that in our current work. 

Then there were certain tax comments from last year that management has addressed. In relation 
to incorporating certain information in your federal form 990 filing, that has been done, as well as 
ensuring that Gotham is now up-to-date on its tax filings. 

Ms. Tiso stated that that concludes the entity specific comments, we are going to move to the 
industry comments. 

Ms. Landaverde asked if the tax ID affects our Gotham reimbursement. 
Mr. Anantharam responded no, the transition from all the management changes that happened 

over the last two to three years resulted in a gap in following up on all the filings of the 90s and they have 
since filed it. 

Mr. Martell reported that the last four or five pages really relate to observations that we see in the 
industry. And if you take a step back, what's a management letter? A management letter is a criticism of 
management in their internal controls and processes. Not a nice letter, but required by our standards. 
However, when you think about the criticism letters, Ms. Tiso said that the items identified here are not 
a material weakness and not a significant deficiency. These are improvements that can be enhanced for 
overall reporting and aspects associated with that.  

As you go through the industry comments and think about where we are in terms of an 
organization, you are changing, you are going through EPIC, PeopleSoft. There is a lot of IT changes 
going on. There is a lot of organizational changes going on. Mr. Weinman has informed us that you are 
taking the individual facilities and bringing a lot of those individuals into the corporate office. You are a 
huge system; $7-$8 billion. You were fragmented in the past from a reporting perspective.
 Bringing them in will do two of three things, at least two of three things. You have the strongest 
skill set of the individuals at corporate by breaking out the general accounting, for lack of a better word, 
moving the day-to-day operations and the financial reporting. A lot of these GASB issues and things of 
that nature will be addressed. And you can start looking at things such as the valuation of receivables 
with this new tool Idea. So there will be a lot more monitoring. All of that is changes that are going on 
within the system. Put on the top of that decreased revenue streams, you talk about the DSH, talk about 
cyber security, which is in here, you talk about Medicare assets and CHIP. I read this morning that there 
are some consultants, good, bad or indifferent, think MA, Medicare Advantage, is going to increase by 
70 percent, which will effect MetroPlus business and so forth. 

Right now, roughly 30 percent are in Medicare Advantage. They think with the next 18 months 
not KPMG, these are things that I am just reading are going to go 70 percent, double, in a little more than 
18 months. When you take a look at the industry comments, it's more to promote discussion. What are 
we, at H + H, doing to deal with our environmental exposures, our issues that we have to deal with? And 
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as we deal with risk assessment, and as Ms. Tiso and her team deal with risk assessment, that's why the 
focus is getting more and more on the corporate world, on the corporate organization. The risk of 
reporting financial presentation is at corporate. We still do all the detailed analysis associated with 
internal control testing out at the sites, but the focus has become corporate because that's where all the 
major risk assessment or risk issues are being identified. 

The last thing I am going to do as more of a sounding board amongst the Board and if there are 
any observations that you want to further talk about, Ms. Tiso can bring the right people. It is 
informational and where the industry is, as opposed to well, H + H is not doing this.  So that is my little 
5-minute public announcement speech. 

Ms. Youssouf asked are there any trends that is best practice that we are not doing that should be 
doing? 

Mr. Martell responded that you take a step back and you think about healthcare in general. Over 
the last 5 or 10 years, everybody’s been talking about the Continuum, managing the patient. Let’s get 
them out of the hospital. I want to make sure we service them in the community and so forth. So obviously 
population health is a big, big thing. That's part of the whole DSRIP program. I have clients that really 
believe by 2020 60 percent of their business will be on the ambulatory care side as opposed to the bricks 
and mortars on the inpatient side. I think that's a trend. I think it will go there. Our facilities indirectly 
end up being the physician, the emergency rooms, and the ED departments become the physician of the 
patients. How do you educate the community to go to the urgent care centers or the ambulatory care 
centers. There is an education process, that trend has to continue. So I think the whole aspect of the 
delivery of medicine as to which inpatient, outpatient, ambulatory care and so forth is going to continue 
to focus on population health, deal with managed care, deal with risk. It's going to become a lot more 
prevalent, even though perhaps you would sit back and say Trump's not involved with that right now. He 
thinks it's wrong. I do believe that it will be there going forward. So Ms. Youssouf, the answer is the 
trends are going to the ambulatory care side and you got to continue to move there, big time. And then 
what do you do with the infrastructure, what do you do with these huge facilities that you have. 

Ms. Youssouf stated that I appreciate that – I do have one question, on some of the large systems 
that you cover, are they consolidating like we are? 

Mr. Martell answered absolutely, from a reporting perspective, I will tell you they are getting very 
aggressive in acquiring the surrounding, the suburban hospitals and so forth and trying to get, obviously, 
the inflow of the tertiary and quaternary type procedures down here. But consolidation is occurring, do 
more with less. The reality that it comes down to is in today’s environment with everybody overlooking 
from a financial reporting, from a liquidity, from a clinical and all that, there is a lot more work that has 
to be done. And when you do consolidate, you identify people with skill sets that are able to take on 
additional workloads or you are able to evaluate how I change the process we have in place to get the 
point of these types of reviews that have been completed. 

Ms. Youssouf asked if there any comments, questions from the Board? 
Mrs. Bolus stated that I agree with a lot what you say, but the problem comes, money. We can’t 

seem to go into the neighborhoods and zoom in and pick up a storefront and convert so that we are in the 
community. That is a lot of money and we just don’t have that. And our problem comes, we thought 
about putting a bus out there saying we will bus you into Kings County and back home so you are back 
in your neighborhood. That has not worked, we need new ideas because we need to be in the community. 
They have the pleasure of saying if you walk in, you will be seen. If you call me, I will make an 
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appointment for you tomorrow. Because they do not have the backflow of charts that we have.  They 
create a new chart when you come in the door and you are seen right away and so they have a whole new 
perspective.  The person meets a brand new doctor, a brand new nurse practitioner, brand new physician 
assistant, and they are satisfied with that.  We just don’t have the opportunity to do that, we really don’t, 
and we don’t pay what they are getting paid. And our problem is how do we get people to come and work 
for us.  That is the big problem, not so much what we need, we need those things and we know we need 
those things, but how do we acquire those things, because we need the money to do so and we just don’t 
have it.  So come up with some ideas about how we can get some. 

Mr. Martell answered I will. I mean, one item that just comes -- just pops in the head and it 
relates to the whole DSRIP program and so forth. You have your own PPS’s partnering with all of these, 
and you are starting to do that. When I sit here and say to other clients, the one thing I constantly say is 
how do you identify alternate revenue streams or reduce operating. You can squeeze expenses so much, 
but eventually you have to increase the revenue stream, and how does one go about doing that.  The only 
way you can come up with some of those ideas is a senior management team siting in a room like this 
and throwing ideas up in the ceiling, and as stupid as some of these recommendations may be, what 
happens? Something good may be one out of 10 that really sticks. That's one of the things these strategies 
meetings need to take place with senior leadership and some of your peers, perhaps. But I understand the 
frustration you have, believe me. I have been associated with the organization for years, sitting in Maria's 
seat two or three times, and it's extremely difficult because you have a different mission, you have a 
different patient population, you are in different communities. All these things effect the way you operate. 

Ms. Youssouf asked anything else? 
Mr. Campbell asked if we need to adopt? 
Mr. Russo answered no, we received it. 
Ms. Youssouf stated let it be noted, we received the management letter and it was reviewed by 

the committee. 
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 11:13 A.M. 

 

Submitted by, 

  

       Ms. Emily Youssouf 

       Audit Committee Chair  
 



RESOLUTION 

 
Amending the resolution of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) adopted in 
April 2014 authorizing the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation 
(the “System”) to execute an agreement with KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) to perform 
auditing services and other directly related services for an amount not to exceed 
$3,487,000 plus a 10% contingency reserve of $340,000 for a total not-to-exceed 
amount of $3,827,000 with such amendment adding $300,000 to the funding 
authorized for the contract to accommodate work required to have been 
performed in connection with the Medicaid Administration grant in order to 
increase the not to exceed amount of the contract with KPMG to $4,127,000.   

 

 WHEREAS, the Board approved a resolution in April 2004 authorizing the System to enter into a 
contract with KPMG for KPMG to perform auditing services and other directly related services for an 
amount not-to-exceed $3,827,000 including a $340,000 contingency; and 
 

WHEREAS, the System executed such an agreement with KPMG that will expire upon the 
conclusion of the routine auditing and associated work for the System’s 2017 fiscal year which is anticipated 
to be approximately the end of June 2018; and 

  
WHEREAS, the System received a grant from the New York City Human Resources 

Administration (“HRA”) to facilitate and encourage the enrollment of eligible individuals in the Medicaid 
program (the “Grant”); and 

 
WHEREAS, HRA audited the System’s performance and expenditures under the Grant; and 
 
WHEREAS, at the System’s request KPMG undertook the work of responding to the HRA audit; 

and  
  

WHEREAS, the cost of the HRA audit related work was approximately $232,000 and the total 
billed to date by KPMG under its contract is $4,067,630; and  

 
WHEREAS, to enable the System to pay the amounts currently due to KPMG, to restore most of 

the contingency originally provided in the contract and to ensure adequate funding of the KPMG contract 
through the end of June 2018, approximately $300,000 is required; and 
 

WHEREAS, the KPMG contract, with its requested increased funding, shall be managed by the 
Senior Vice President/Chief Financial Officer. 
 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT:  

 

RESOLVED, that the resolution of the Board of Directors adopted in April 2014 that authorized 
the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation to execute an agreement with KPMG LLP to perform 
auditing services and other directly related services for an amount not to exceed $3,487,000 plus a 10% 
contingency reserve of $340,000 for a total not-to-exceed amount of $3,827,000 be amended to add 
$300,000 to the funding authorized for the contract to accommodate work required to have been performed 
in connection with the Medicaid Administration grant in order to increase the not to exceed amount of the 
contract with KPMG to $4,127,000.   



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

MODIFICATION OF AUTHORIZATION  

FOR KPMG, INC. AUDIT CONTRACT 

TO ADD ADDITIONAL FUNDING 

 

 
BACKGROUND: April 2004 the Board of directors approved a resolution authorizing the 

System to enter into a contract with KPMG for KPMG to perform auditing 
services and other directly related services for an amount not-to-exceed 
$3,827,000 including a $340,000 contingency.  The work to be covered by 
such contract was the audit work required by to be completed for the 
System by regulation and in the normal course of the System’s operations.  
Certain additional limited audits cannot be anticipated however it is 
customary that limited additional work will be required in over the course 
of the audit agreement.  As it developed, there was not only a need for 
KPMG to conduct some limited incidental audits which were able to be 
paid for out of the contract contingency but also a non-financial audit that 
caused the System to need additional funding in addition to the 
contingency. 

 
NEED: The work that KPMG was asked to undertake, in addition to its core audit 

functions and the cost was: 
 

 

2014 Audit testing for compliance with reporting 
GASB 65 (Deferred Outflows/Inflows) and GASB 68 
(Pension). Additionally, KPMG is asked every 3‐4 
years by the City to perform a pension census test for 
use in its actuarial assumptions. 

 

 

 

     

 

$ 100,090      

 

2015 Audit testing for compliance with reporting 
GASB 68 (Pension), GASB 72 (Fair Value). KPMG 
also performed the first 2 audits of the ACO which 
was newly reported for audit, and required additional 
test work.  MetroPlus additional services were also 
incurred. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

151,140 
 
 
 
 
 

151,140 
 

 

2016 During the vacancy of the Corporate Comptroller, 
substantial testing was performed for accounts 
receivable and revenue and expense recognition issues.  
MetroPlus and Nursing Home RHCF4 additional work 
also performed. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
166,500 

 



2017 Audit testing for compliance with reporting 
GASB 68 (Pension), GASB 75 (OPEB), GASB 80 
(Blended Units), GASB 82 (Pension) and GASB 85 
(Various). KPMG also performed additional test work 
on revenue recognition for DSRIP, CREP, VBP/QIP, 
and accrued compensated balances that were 
reclassified to long and short‐term liabilities. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
164,900 

 

 
These areas of additional audit work arose in the normal course of the audit 
agreement and would have been covered by the contingency. 
 
However KPMG was asked to take on an additional project which was of 
a different type and caused the contingency built into the contract to be 
exceeded.  This additional work involved responding to a CMS audit of 
the System’s Medicaid administration grant.  This is a grant that the 
System received from CMS for the work of enrolling additional patients 
for Medicaid coverage.  The CMS audit requires a time and effort study to 
justify to CMS the amount that the System billed under the administration 
grant.  The cost of this additional work was $250,000.  This work was not, 
strictly speaking Financial Statement Related Work and its cost had not 
been anticipated in the budget for the audit contract.  The KPMG audit 
validated the system’s time and effort reporting and, if CMS accepts 
KPMG’s findings, H+H expects to collect approximately $77 million from 
the Medicaid Administration grant for the periods audited. 

2014 – 2017 Reduction for unused services for 
anticipated bond offerings and cost report 
certifications that had been budgeted for in the 
KPMG contract. 

 
 

 
(252,000) 

 

 
Total Additional Financial Statement Related Work 

  
$330,630 
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